
The collection G&G of YCP™ are pots built with strong stainless steel 304 which guarantees excellent thermal conduction qualities 

and in fact allowing their use on all types of kitchens such as ceramics, induction, electric or gas.

The heat is distributed evenly over the entire surface of the pan, with greater control over the cooking temperature

and huge energy savings.

The regular distribution of temperature allows less alteration of vitamins and proteins during the cooking phase, not thus altering 

the nutritional values   as well as ensuring a homogeneous cooking and unaltered flavors.

Another strong point of G&G are its tempered glass lids, equipped with a vent hole to allow the leakage of the steam for a healthy 

and balanced cooking. The lid knob is designed to support your tools while you are up cooking.

The internal coating is produced with the recent Excalibur non-stick technology, thanks to which it is possible to cook food

with less fat usage.

This technology is part of the Excalibur™ line which is our SMART line; thanks to its non-stick property, even the most busy 

cook will find in our products an excellent ally in the kitchen, essential in case you forget about it during preparation the food over 

cooking time, which hardly stick to the bottom.

The combination of all these details makes G&G an excellent kitchen product thanks to which your dishes can be served after a 

gentle and harmonious cooking that will preserve every characteristic

Bottom also for induction with heat-diffuser and bakelite handles.

All our G&G of Yacht Club Portofino™ products are certified for food use.

CARATTERISTICHE TECNICHE:

- External: stainless steel AISI 304 

- Inner: covered with Excalibur™ technology

- Capsule in stainless steel AISI 430 with aluminium core

- Bottom also for induction

- External surface mirror polished

- Thickness of pans not less than 1.0 mm; lids thickness not less than 4.0 mm

- Bakelite handles and knobs

USEFUL TIPS:

Before using the cookware for the first time, we suggest you clean it with boiling water and a dishwashing detergent 

and then dry it

Do not use sharp objects in direct contact with the interior, it is advisable to use wooden, Teflon or plastic food utensils

Use sponges that do not scratch instead of abrasive sponges

Cookware can be washed in the dishwasher or by hand with detergents suitable for the purpose

Do not leave pots and pans in direct contact with flames or hot plates without condiment or food inside










